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 What are some of the trends facing medical technology (medtech) pricing 
and contracting executives today? 

 Medical device manufacturers around the world are facing reduced revenues amid demands to increase the value 
realized from their products, a trend driven by pricing pressure from private and public healthcare payers and providers. 
In the United States, providers such as rural hospitals are under severe financial strain, and newer players such as urgent 
care centers are often undercapitalized and struggling to acquire needed diagnostic systems. Mergers, acquisitions, and 
the consolidation of provider organizations, often large regional hospital groups, are contributing to this state of affairs.  

Tendering, a formal process of submitting bids for a contract, has also become prominent in medical technology sales.  
In addition to price, tendering may include other factors such as product quality or associated costs such as labor or 
length of hospital stay. Globally, tendering and other vehicles that reduce pricing while tying value to patient outcomes 
are becoming more common in healthcare. If outcome-based tenders are not managed well, inaccurate or missing data 
that demonstrates medical device value can contribute to reduced margins for manufacturers. 

All these trends are forcing medtech makers to rethink their products as well as their sales strategies. Some are 
developing separate sales channels for different products. For example, a manufacturer may sell its more mature 
products (which are subject to increased competition from off-brand or "bare bones" offerings) through web-based 
systems with lower service levels, preserving face-to-face channels for more complex and innovative products with 
higher margins. Others are allowing expensive diagnostic devices, or even items like hospital beds, to be leased or 
reimbursed on a pay-per-use model, allowing providers to lower their purchase risk and free up scarce capital. 

In addition, innovations in software and data analysis are outpacing hardware improvements. Patient care devices of all 
sorts are either being designed for or retrofitted into the Internet of Things (IoT). These newly smart devices can 
automate pay-per-use transactions, locate movable equipment easily, and transmit diagnostic or other patient data 
wirelessly, among other things. IoT networks can also alert service personnel with data that describes device failures as 
they happen or before they occur, reducing downtime, preventive maintenance, and spare parts inventories. 

Medical product manufacturers must develop strategies to respond to the need for  
value accountability. New pricing structures and purchasing models offer a way to 
address this challenge. 
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 How critical is it for medtech manufacturers to develop value-based pricing 
capabilities? 

 Medical product manufacturers must develop strategies to respond to the need for value accountability. Medtech 
buyers are moving away from price- and features-based purchasing decisions and toward more holistic value-based 
purchasing models. 

Risk sharing with providers uncertain about utilization or subject to outcome-based penalties or rewards from payers can 
be accomplished with innovative pricing structures, such as pay per use. Technology built into medical devices can help 
understaffed hospitals and clinics avoid costly penalties. For example, a smart hospital bed with sensors can provide 
automatic data on daily or monthly usage. Those same sensors can also be configured to alert doctors and nurses if a 
patient is stationary for too long, helping prevent pressure injuries and other problems. Patient data such as heart rate, 
body weight, and blood pressure can even be monitored through such a system. Utilization data can flow into revenue 
management software, populating variables for pay-per-use contracts. 

These new pricing structures can provide a competitive edge to medical technology vendors serving financially challenged 
or risk-averse provider organizations and allow both manufacturers and providers to align price with the value achieved. 

 Why would manufacturers want to keep revenue management capability 
in-house versus outsourcing it? 

 Outsourcing of revenue and contract management at medical device companies is 
widespread and growing. However, using this strategy solely as a cost-cutting move has 
its drawbacks. Manufacturers need to retain control over their strategic pricing and 
contracting data to leverage it for analytics that enable pricing strategies that can 
improve margins. For example, rich internal historical data can be used to analyze 
customers by size or type to understand how a group purchasing organization (GPO) 
executes a contract differently from a large hospital chain or a rural clinic group.  

By retaining historical pricing and contract data, manufacturers may be able to correlate 
device prices with specific or aggregate patient outcomes. The combined costs — 
devices, procedures, and in-patient care — can be used to justify increased device pricing 
by taking into consideration factors such as labor savings with a certain system or device, 
or rewards for faster patient recovery, or low readmission rates. Manufacturers should 
also measure their own internal performance in pricing consistency and use that data to 
reinforce company commitment to value demonstration.  

When entering outsourcing projects in revenue management, medical device makers should take care to preserve core 
internal revenue management experts who have deep understanding of the company's pricing strategy, customer value 
proposition, and contract administration and management. 

Manufacturers 
need to retain 
control over their 
strategic pricing and 
contracting data to 
leverage it for 
analytics that 
enable pricing 
strategies that can 
improve margins.   
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 What can medtech manufacturers do to get started with value-based 
contracting? 

 Start by learning about best practices for medtech revenue management by meeting with industry peers, established 
revenue management software vendors, and systems integrators with deep vertical expertise in value-based contracting. 
Some cloud-based medtech revenue management solutions offer options that can jump-start a new contract and 
revenue management system based on peer company successes.  

Next, consider choosing a beta product or geography that can be converted to a value-based model and evaluated 
relatively quickly. Getting a quick "win" can help drive internal buy-in for the new model. Enlist the internal employees 
most knowledgeable about current contract and pricing management practices to help map out existing processes and 
plan the new one. Running a beta project concurrent with another product or line running on an existing traditional 
process can generate important comparative data. 

 How can medtech companies reduce revenue leakage? 

 It is very difficult to reduce revenue leakage using manual processes or spreadsheets, even for small medical technology 
firms. A cloud-based dedicated revenue management software solution can automatically monitor contract 
performance in many different pricing scenarios, including value-based contracts and government entities.  

Automated revenue management can improve the accuracy of chargebacks and help reduce overpayments of fees and 
rebates. In addition, companies can better manage price-tier commitments and automate contract price adjustments 
according to contract dates and actual quantity of sales. 

IDC has estimated that life science companies may lose up to 4% of total sales revenue to revenue leakage associated 
with items such as chargeback discrepancies, duplicate chargebacks, omitted reverse chargebacks, rebate errors, return 
discrepancies, and concealed shortages. Investing in automated management of pricing and contracts may provide a 
significant payback for medical device manufacturers. 
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